NASS + ASPERA
CONFERENCE SCHEDULE

As a preface to the Australian Screen Production Education and Research
Association (ASPERA) annual conference (28+29 June) the National Academy
of Screen and Sound (NASS) will hold an open one-day conference:

“Imagining Tomorrow”
2006
NASS+ASPERA
CONFERENCE
When:
TUESDAY 27TH JUNE
Where:
Brian Hill Lecture Theatre
http://www.murdoch.edu.au/maps/murdoch/theatre/BHLT
SOUTH STREET, MURDOCH,
WESTERN AUSTRALIA, 6150

Imagining Tomorrow : Australian image makers are getting mixed signals
these days. On the one hand, they expect to find work everywhere. After all we live in
a world that seems to be ever more dependent on images - almost everything we do,
sell or say, is mediated by images. Yet we are constantly told that our premiere screen
industry is lurching from crisis to crisis and things have never been so bad.
Whenever we encounter such crises in the industry we invariably turn to state and
federal institutions which support our screen practice, institutions such as AFC, FFC,
ScreenWest, FTI and others. We instinctively rely on these agencies even though
many were established decades ago and may have little capacity, or ability, to help an
ever expanding pool of talent generated by our tertiary education screen production
facilities and research mentors.

We often forget these foundational screen institutions were established when there
was little if any formal training in screen production. Hence, they were created to be
everything to everyone: part training, part development, part experimentation, part
culture, part research, part art and part industry.
Circumstances are very different for screen practitioners today. One can find imagebased training practically in all Australian universities. The training and research
programmes for screen production chiefly resemble practices found in most other
complex disciplines, such as the sciences: three years of undergraduate training,
honours, PhD, postdoctoral research, advanced research practice in research centres.
This evolution in the tertiary sector now demands that we consider alternative
paradigms for cooperative research and production funding. We need to look forward
rather than constantly rely on the late 20th century institutions to meet our needs for
innovation, analysis and experimentation.
The NASS/ASPERA conference Imagining Tomorrow provides an
opportunity to think afresh. We can start by taking stock of what we have. The
emerging type of tertiary development in screen training and research is intense,
sustained, intrinsically at the cutting edge, interdisciplinary, innovative and flexible. It
can cross fertilize with other disciplinary strengths available to tertiary institutions.
We already have postgraduates and staff that are coming from and going to Africa,
China, Japan, Indonesia, Malaysia, India and Singapore to name just a few. We have
ethnographers, anthropologists, historians, lawyers, forensic scientist, social scientist,
psychologists, theologians, linguists, cultural terrorists, new media artists, journalists,
broadcasters, indigenous specialists. For many years now the BBC has been able to
make use of such multiple synergies. Australia is lagging behind these possibilities.
We need to look at new support structures and institutions of the kind one finds in
other complex and successful industries, such as those based on science, for example.
These generally rely on extensive tertiary training and research and maintain a very
close collaboration between the industry, researchers and research centres. The
current Strategic Industry Leaders Group policy advice to government suggests that
Australia’s digital content industry is estimated at $21 billion, almost 3.5 per cent of
Australia’s GDP, and employs about 300,000 people.
So, let us look ahead with a new vision - with multiple visions. More importantly let
us find solutions today to meet the demands of tomorrow’s ever-changing imagebased society.
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8.45

am

REGISTRATION AND COFFEE

Brian Hill Lecture Theatre,
http://www.murdoch.edu.au/maps/murdoch/theatre/BHLT

9.0

WELCOME:

Prof. Andris Stelbovics, Deputy VC, Research
Prof. Arnold Depickere, Arts, Executive Dean

9:05

INTRODUCTION: NEW HORIZONS

Prof. Duane Varan
INTERACTIVE TELEVISION RESEARCH INSTITUTE

Chair: Prof. Arnold Depickere, Arts, Executive Dean

10.0

SESSION 1

INTERACTIVE AND DIGITAL MEDIA:
A STRATEGIC RESEARCH THRUST IN
SINGAPORE

Presenter:

Professor Lawrence Wong

INSTITUTE FOR INFOCOMM RESEARCH (I²R)

Chair:

A/Prof. Lance Fung

(IEEE)

Abstract:
In January 2006, the National Research Foundation (NRF) in Singapore was set up to
coordinate the research activities of different agencies within the larger national
framework and to fund strategic R&D initiatives that would generate economic
benefits for Singapore. Interactive and Digital Media (IDM) is identified as one of
two strategic areas for focused attention and development with the expectations that
this sector is poised for rapid growth in Asia and the world. Responding to this thrust,
the universities and research institutes in Singapore and elsewhere are in various
states of preparation to contribute to this initiative. This presentation will provide an
overview of the IDM related R&D activities at the Institute for Infocomm Research
(I2R) and how these can be leveraged upon to be the launchpad for a more intensive
thrust that will help to create economic impact for Singapore.

Biography:
Lawrence Wong is presently holding the post of Executive Director at the Institute for
Infocomm Research (I²R) since November 2002. I2R is a national research institute
under the Agency for Science, Research and Technology (A*STAR) of Singapore. He
was previously Director of the Computer Centre at the National University of
Singapore (NUS) from July 2000 to November 2002, Director of the Centre for
Instructional Technology, NUS, from January 1998 to June 2000, and Professor in the
Electrical & Computing Engineering Department. Since joining NUS in 1983, he also
served in various other positions at the department, faculty and university levels. Prior
to joining NUS he was a Member of Technical Staff in AT&T Bell Labs in New
Jersey, US from 1980 to 1983.
Lawrence obtained the B.Sc. (1st class Honours) and Ph.D. degrees in Electronic &
Electrical Engineering from Loughborough University, UK. He was a recipient of the
IEE Marconi Premium Award (1989), a best paper award; the IEEE Millenium Award
(2000), a professional service recognition award; and the e-nnovator Awards 2000,
Open Category, an innovation award that launched the online e-learning infrastructure
in NUS. He also received several NUS teaching awards and commendations.
Lawrence holds four patents and has published over 170 journal and conference
articles in mobile radio communication systems, wireless network protocols, robust
digital speech communications, robust video communications systems and
multimedia network protocols and systems. A member of several international
professional engineering institutes, he is an active volunteer in the IEEE professional
society having held numerous positions within the society, such as IEEE Singapore
Section Chair from 1992 to 1996, and organized numerous professional events and
international conferences over the years.

11.00

Coffee Break – E/H Common Room

11.15

SESSION 2

NATIONAL IMPACT AND FILM SCHOOLS:
MANAGING OUR METRIC CONVERSION

Presenter:

Professor Ian Lang

VICTORIAN COLLEGE OF THE ARTS

Chair:

A/Prof. Gillian Leahy

(UTS)

Lunch Break – Sandwiches will be served.

12.15

http://www.murdoch.edu.au/maps/murdoch/food/ClubMurdoch

1.30

SESSION 3

DIGITAL FUTURES

Presenters: Dr. Mick Broderick

Chair:

2.30

2:45

John McMullan

(NASS)

Frank Rijavec

(NASS)

Leo Berkeley

Coffee Break – E/H Common Room

SESSION 4: WRITING/ PERFORMANCE/ ACCESS

Presenters: Ken Miller

3.45

(NASS)

(Curtin )

Rachel Wilson

(RMIT)

Chair:

Dr. Leon Marvell

(ECU)

SESSION 5

IMAGINING TOMORROW TODAY – NASS

Presenters: Dr. Josko Petkovic

(NASS)

Prof. Geoffrey London/Melinda Payne (UWA)
4.45

Drinks – Club Murdoch
http://www.murdoch.edu.au/maps/murdoch/food/ClubMurdoch

5:15

Conference Ends

Alaska Airlines Imagine Tomorrow challenges 9th through 12th graders to seek new ways to support the transition to sustainability.
Students research complex topics related to sustainability, then innovate technologies, designs, or plans to mobilize behavior. They
forge connections in their communities and create positive change. Imagining Tomorrow: STEM and the Future of Work on
Vimeovimeo.comImagining tomorrowâ€™s population. Family game. Demographic fact sheets. Demographic fact sheets offer a brief,
clear overview of current knowledge about populations. These materialsâ€”teaching kits, analytical notes, and interviewsâ€”summarize
specific scientific questions and decipher the issues related to population questions.Â Imagining tomorrowâ€™s population. Sources.
United Nations, world population projections (https://population.un.org/wpp/). Links for more info. Population Atlas [animation].
Â«Imagine TomorrowÂ» Ð² Apple Podcastspodcasts.apple.comImagine Tomorrow is inspired by Ali â€” the lost soul who craved a
sense of community in her pain and found comfort in the words and lyrics of John Lennon. She kept a journal of inspirational quotes by
Lennon and others, and had a tattoo of the reminder to â€œImagineâ€ in cursive print on her wrist. After being struck hard by the ripple
effect of her sisterâ€™s loss, Victoria found her resilience in a puppy she adopted, and named Lennon in honor of Ali. Imagine
Tomorrow â€“ Institute of Competition Sciencescompetitionsciences.orgIMAGINE TOMORROW; International Entrepreneurship and
Innovation Event will be held between 01-03 February 2021 as part of EURIE 2021 Higher Education Summit for the second time. This
event is open to all incubator firms in science parks, technology transfer offices, and individual entrepreneurs. What happened at
Imagine Tomorrow 2020? At the event, the second of which was held in 2020, the most successful 50 initiatives among over 200
applications were selected. (document.querySelector(".serp-item")||{}).offsetHeightBuild a School â€¢ Build a Future | Imagining
Tomorrowimaginingtomorrow.org

